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THINGS THAT HAPPENED THIS 
YEAR THAT YOU SHOULDN'T 
FORGET ABOUT

Mick Smith  and 
Claire Anderson, The 

Greatest Minds of This 
Generation, Obviously

Well, here we are. The final Bullsheet of the semester. It’s crazy how quickly time flies. 
Mick and Claire are here to reflect and highlight some of the weirdest moments of the 
semester

- When the Bullsheet had to bleep and end “Freshman Disorientation” because it’s “haz-
ing” now.
-“Fizz” hit campus like the pyramid scheme storm that it was on the first day of classes. 
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- Nathan Graves handed out free food at the weirdest times. There was nothing wilder 
than being black out drunk in the Sunnies and watching Nathan Graves part the crowd 
of drunk people with a golf cart while handing out hot dogs and Whits.
- Denison’s sweetheart, Dexter the dog turned 3 years old this semester
- SHOUTOUT DANA PURSLEY SHOUTOUT PATRICK FINA
- The Denison admission office moved from bottled water to canned water. Now we are 
more environmentally friendly and look way more wealthy.
- Waka Flocka came to campus and it was awesome.
- Waka Flocka also endorsed Donald Trump several weeks later.
- Claire yelled “Class of 2027, This is our year!” during the fireworks show at the begin-
ning of the year and everyone cheered and clapped.
- WhatToDU died for a while and then came back to life.
- Holiday dinner at Curtis last Wednesday ATE.
- Mick and I managed to keep the Bullsheet alive for another semester. To everyone’s 
surprise.
- Sig Chi posted “We are so back” and then nothing happened.
- Someone stole a Christmas tree in Granville and the cops started an investigation
- Singers Theater put on the weirdest Musical I’ve ever seen in my life. Or should I say: 
Moop Loop nop Pon Mon.
- When the Moonies had a party with all the Frats and everyone almost got into a fight.
- When Alex Miller had to send an email about people drinking too much…
- When CLIC made Food Truck Fridays so expensive it could bankrupt a first year.
- Adam Weinberg has made a record number of Slayter Student Meeting appearances.
- Seniors lived it up with the new meal plan.
- Not a positive thing, but I’m so sad I missed my final haunted Library tour. I bet it was 
awesome. - Claire
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I'm Drunk

I HAVE DONE IT! - MY DRINKS Christine Trueh,
 Hydration expert

December 31st, 2022, I decided to make a New Year’s Resolution for myself in 2023. For my resolu-
tion, I decided that I would only be consuming water and no other kinds of beverages. No coffee, juice, 
soda, tea, NOTHING! Yes, this has sparked debates amongst my friend group. According to them, 
eating cereal is not the same as drinking milk (which is completely wrong). But I don’t want to get 
into that… for the past 11 months, I have been very successful in my 2023 resolution. And now as the 
year is finally coming to an end, I have decided to make a list of all the things I would like to consume, 
starting January 1st, 2024. 

1.Apple Juice 
2. A Cold Coca-Cola (preferably from the glass bottle)
3. Absinthe (why not?)
4. Every single Peace Tea flavor
5. McDonald’s sprite
6. Orange Juice 
7. Cocoa Cream Wow Milk Cap from Kung Fu Tea (I’ve missed my boba)
8. Sinaasappelsap (orange juice, but in Dutch)
9. Milk (and I mean with a bowl of cinnamon toast crunch- I’m not a psycho-)
10. Mead (the sweet nectar of the gods)
11. Seagram’s (specifically the flavor: Jamaican Me Happy)
12. A Mocha Cream Cold Brew from Chick-fil-A

And that’s it from me! Have a wonderful break, I will be updating you on my list after the New Year, so 
stay tuned. 

This is it. My last article of 2023. I’m just as heart broken as you. So what shall I write about? Well I 
think we can all agree there is only one topic worth discussing. It’s only the most pressing issue of 
2023! I think it’s high time I take a public stance on the hotly debated topic of rizz.

For those not in the know, Marium Webster defines rizz as a “romantic appeal or charm,” yet if used as 
a verb it could refer to the act of seduction.

Gen z has been rizz-obsessed. All day long Gen z shouts “Rizz this” and “rizz that!” So much so it has 
become the word of the year. But should it be? Let us discuss.

Pro: Spreading awareness that there is a word of the year
Con: Offensive to the rizz-less
Pro: “I was born in the year of the rizz” sounds awesome
Con: There are more useful words we could learn. Such as please and thank you
Pro: Google docs might stop underlining rizz in red (No I did not miss type Mr. Google)
Con: Old(er) people might start saying rizz (yuck)

Well that’s all I’ve got for 2023. I hope I was able to clear things up.  May your rizz be bountiful in the 
new year!

THE BIGGEST DEBATE OF 2023 Carter Seipel,
Sophomore Writer


